"LUISA" CARDIGAN
DUO PLUS yarn
YARN
ADRIAFIL YARNS
MATERIALS
• 600 g Duo Plus yarn in colour no. 85
• knitting needles nos. 21/2 and 31/2
• 3 matching buttons
• Tapestry needle
SIZE: 44
PATTERN STITCHES
Elastic rib (start and
finish)
k2/p2 rib stitch
Knit stitch
Knit st. to end the elastic
rib
GAUGES
10 x 10 cm. worked in
knit st. with knitting
needles 31/2 = 23 sts.
and 31 rows.
10 x 10 cm. working in
k2/p2 rib st. with knitting
needles 31/2 = 30 sts.
and 34 rows
WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
Back: with knitting needles 21/2 cast on 154 (134-146) sts. and, for the border, work 4 rows in elastic rib and 14 rows in k2/p2
rib st., equal to a total of 4 cm. Cont. with knitting needles 31/2 in knit st. decreasing 39 (33-38) sts. spaced evenly in row 1.
To shape the sides, decr. at ends 1 st. every 8 rows 5 times; when work measures a total of 21 cm. from border incr. at ends 1
st. every 6 rows 3 times, 1 st. every 4 rows 4 times. When work measures a total of 33 (29-31) cm. from the border cont. over
all the sts. in k2/p2 rib st. increasing 37 (31-36) sts. in row 1. and, in the same way, to shape the raglans decr. at ends, inside
6 sts. to be worked in k2/p2 rib st. (= p2, k2, p2), 4 sts. every 6 rows 10 times, 4 sts. every 4 rows 4 (2-3) times. When work
measures a total of 23 (21-22) cm. from beg. of raglan, cast off the 42 (38-42) rem. stitches.
Right front: with knitting needles 21/2 cast on 72 (68-70) sts. and work the border in the same way as the back. Cont. with
knitting needles 31/2 in knit st. decreasing 21 (22-22) sts. spaced evenly in row 1. On left of work shape the side in the same
way as the back. When work measures a total of 33 (29-31) cm. from border, cont. over all the sts. in k2/p2 rib st. increasing
24 (21-23) sts. in row 1. and, at the same time, for the raglan decr. at ends, inside 6 sts. to be worked in k2/p2 rib st. (= p2,
k2, p2), 4 sts. every 4 rows 5 times, 4 sts. every 6 rows 4 times, 4 sts. every 4 rows 6 (4-5) times. When work measures a total
of 21 (19-20) cm. from beg. of raglan cast off the 16 rem. stitches.
Left front: work to match the right front.
Sleeves: with knitting needles 21/2 cast on 96 (84-90) sts. and work the border in the same way as the back. Cont. with
knitting needles 31/2 in knit st. decreasing 24 (22-23) sts. spaced evenly in row 1. At the ends, incr. 1 st. every 20 rows, 5
times. When work measures a total of 39 (35-37) cm. from border, cont. over all the sts. in k2/p2 rib st. increasing 28 (24-25)
sts. in row 1. and, at the same time, to shape the raglans decr. at ends, inside 6 sts. to be worked in k2/p2 rib st. (= p2, k2,
p2), 4 sts. every 6 rows 9 (7-8) times, 4 sts. every 4 rows twice. When work measures a total of 22 (20-21) from beg. of raglan
cast off the 22 (24-22) rem. stitches.
MAKE UP AND FINISH
With knitting needles 21/2 pick up 206 (182-194) sts. along the buttoning side of the right front and work 16 rows in k2/p2 rib
st. working, in row 9, 3 buttonholes as follows: the first at 10 sts. from the neckline, the second and the third spaced by 20 sts.;
cont. in elastic rib for 2 rows, then cast off the sts. in knit st. Trim the buttoning side of the left front in the same way,
excluding the buttonholes. Sew up the raglans, the under-sleeves and the sides. Sew the buttons along the buttoning border of
the left front, opposite the buttonholes.

